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Taylor Winn focused on art at an early age. He sold his first paintings at age seventeen and went on to earn 

his BA in Studio Art from the University of Texas at Austin. In 2005 and 2006, Winn was the Juror’s Prize 

recipient of the Austin Jones Center, Ahead of Their Time, exhibition. Inspired by the physical approach of 

post-war Abstract Expressionist painters, Winn’s highly gestural abstract environments of color can span to 

sixteen feet in dimension. His early paintings were analyzed by researchers at Stanford University, Menlo 

Park and Stony Brook University in published studies on fractal analysis authentication of Jackson 

Pollock’s works (2009, 2011).  

Working out of his Barton Creek studio using large-scale canvas and panel, repurposed paints, paint skins, 

Venetian plaster, and metallic alkyds, Taylor Winn has exhibited at regional and national venues since 

2005 including a solo exhibit at the University of Texas at Austin, Taylor Winn Large Works 2005 – 2011, 

and a solo exhibition held at Austin’s Bass Concert Hall, Taylor Winn XL Paintings,  in 2013. In 2012, 

Winn’s painting, On the Lake, was selected by Austin Art Boards for rotation in Austin as a 14 x 48-foot 

billboard. In 2014, Winn was named a Hunting Art Prize finalist for work in his current Melts series. 

STATEMENT 

Color, process, and materials define my art. I have always been attuned to the color of things. My interest 

in materials’ chemistry and gestural approach has led me to new ways of using paint to coerce color into 

visually interesting forms. I like the idea of viewers connecting to the work by visualizing the action 

involved in each production. I work from above and around all sides of the canvas. Process is key in my 

manipulation of paint to convey colors rooted in nature, history, and modern culture. The colors that 

become a painting are captured and amplified in the cracking, bubbling, pigment separation, and oil slicks 

on the surface of the works. My intuition about how paint behaves relies upon repeated experimentation 

with paint body, pigment, sheen, and viscosity of mixed materials. Unique delivery of beautiful color is my 

goal. Beyond function or interpretation, I would like viewers to see the color dynamics and raw materials 

within each of my works; seeing the whole for the larger, gestural action and up close for the smaller, 

chemical action occurring within the material. 

	  


